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]he followingtwochaptersexaminesomeof thestrategiesthatcanbe RICHARDE.MATLAND
usedto overcomeobstaclesto politicalparticipationoutlinedin thepre- is anAssociateProfessor

........ n_l:L:__ i __: ....

viouschapter.In thischapter,wefocusourattentionontwoissues.First, ofrum_ o_u.,u atthe
UnviersityofHouston,

weexaminetheprinciplestepsinvolvedin thelegislativerecruitmentpro-
TexasandisanAdjunct

cessin ordertoelucidatehowwomencanincreasetheirchancesof get- Professorin theDepart-
ringnominatedandelected.Second,welookat oneparticularmechanism mentofAdministration

proveneffectivein increasingwomen'srepresentation:acountry'selecto- andOrganizationalTheory
ral system.Whichelectoralsystemsarebestsuitedtoelectwomenand at theUniversityof

why?Howhaveelectoralsystemsaffectedwomen'srepresentationin dif- Bergen,Norway.

ferentcountries?Whatspecificfactorsshouldwomenbeconcernedabout

in theactualdesignof electoralsystems?Byaddressingthesequestions,

wehopeto providesomeinsightononeeffectiveandpracticalstrategy

thatwomencanuseto increasetheirparliamentaryrepresentation.

G
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he LegislativeRecruitmentProcess FIGURE1. Legislative Recruitment System

nndits impactonWomen OLIT,CALS STE..SOC,ET.C  TURE
RECRUITMENT STRUCTURES

The stage at whichthe party gatekeepersactually choosethe candidates

is perhapsthe most crucial stage for getting womeninto office. RECRmTMENTPROCESS
Ambition

For women to get elected to parliament they need to pass three \ Gatekeepers Voters

Resources X Xcrucial harriers: first, they need to select themselves to stand fi)r _k
elections; second, they need to get selected as a candidate hy the ELIGIBLES ASPIRANTS CAND|DATES MPs

party; and third, they need to get selected by the w)ters.

Figmre 1 indicates the process of choosing members to parli-

ament. While the steps involved in moving from eligible to aspi-

rants to candidates to MPs are the same in most political sys-

tems, the actual process varies dramatically from country to

country. In particular, party structure, party rules and party
IN l ERNATtONA[ IDf

norms along with tile country's social and political system lint)act Figure I ,s adapted hot_ t_ Norris "Legtslallve Recruitment" m L Leduc, R. Ntemt afro R Norris

on the recruitnlent process at different stages, eos 1996 Comparing Democracies: Elections and Votingin Goba Pespective London Sagep 196

ll?lllll:lll ¢I0_';1I,'_ t-,* r,,n _) .... igI_.... A ............. I L

resources f'l'()lll a wolnan's organization to help support her cam-

;electing Yourself paign is more likely to run and is more likely to he seen as a

women'smovement The first stage consists of a person deciding that she wants to viahle candidate by the party apparatus.

r 0rganizati0n focusing run for elected office. The decision to aspire to office is gene-

n women's issues can rally seen as being influenced by two factors: personal ambition

ubstantially increase and opportunities to run for office. For women openly aspiring

le numberof potential to run for office is a difficult but necessary step to gaining poll- Getting Selected by the Party

'omencandidates aspi- tical representation. A woman's assessment of her chances and The next step is to get selected hy the party. The process of

ng for office, therefore her willingness to run will be affected by the number nominating candidates is one of the crucial roles played by

of opportunities to run, how friendly the political environment political parties. Nomination procedures w_ry from country to

will be to her candidacy, and an estimation of the resources she country and can he distinguisiled by a numher of fieaturcs,

can generate to help her campaign if she decides to run. including, tbr example, tile breadth of participation and

One of the most important factors that can help increase the centralization or decentralization of the process.' At one end of

number of women seriously considering running for office is the the spectrum are processes that provide a broad opportunity for

extent to which a country has a women's movement or organi- people to participate, such as primary elections in tile U.S. and
zations tbcusing specifically on women's issues. Women's orga-

' (;allaghcJ; , IlichacL 1988. "(_)mckt.rion.r': In ,I lichad Gallagbcr and ,,Ilic/sacl

nizations provide women with experience in public settings, help Mm:rh.cdr.Candidate Selection in Comparative Perspective: Tim Secret
build their self-confidence, and provide a support base i_ a Garden of Politics. I.omlon..Sage
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BOX3. The World of Electoral Systems

The world of electoral systems can be split into nine main system types which fall into three broad families B. Semi-Proportional Systems

of Plurality-Majority systems, Semi-Proportional systems and Proportional Representation systems, Semi-PR systems are those which inherently translate maximize proportionality. List PR requires each party t,
votes cast into seats won in a way that fails somewhere present a list of candidates to the electorate. Electors

in between the proportionality of PR systems and the vote for a party rather than a candidate; and parties

Plurality-Majority Semi-PR ProportionalRepresentation majoritarianism of plurality-majority systems. The two receive seats in proportion to their overall share of the
Semi-PR electoral systems used for legislative elec- national vote. Winning candidates are taken from the

FPTP Parallel STV tions are the Single Non-Transferable Vote (SNTV), and lists in order of their respective position. This system i.,

UK, India Japan, Russia Ireland, Malta Parallel (or mixed) systems, widely used in continental Europe, Latin America and
southern Africa.

Block Vote SNTV MMP In SNTV elections, each elector has one vote but there
Palestine, Maidives Jordan, Vanuatu New Zealand, Germany are several seats in the district to be filled, and the Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) systems, as used in

List PR candidates with the highest number of votes fill these Germany,New Zealand, Bolivia, Italy, Mexico, Venezuela,
Alternative Vote South Africa positions.This system is used today only in Jordan and and Hungary, attempt to combine the positive attributes
Australia, Nauru Vanuatu. Parallel systems use both PR lists and plura- of both majoritarian and PR electoral systems. A

Two-Round lity-majority districts running side-by-side (hence the proportion of the parliament is elected by plurality-
term parallel). Part of the parliament is elected by pro- majority methods, usually from single-member districts,

France, Mali : portiona) representation, part by some type of plurality while the remainder is constituted by PR lists, with the
or majority method. PR seats being used to compensate for any dispropor-

tionality produced by the district seat results.

A. Plurality-Majority Systems " " The Single Transferable Vote uses multi-member dis-

The four types of plurality-majority systems comprise The Alternative Vote (AV) enables electors to rank the C. Proportional Representation Systemscandidates in the order of their choice, by marking a tricts, with voters ranking candidates in order of prefe-
two plurality systems, First Past the Post and the Block The rationale underpinning all Proportional Represen-

Vote, and two majority systems, the Alternative Vote "1" for their favourite candidate, "2" for their second- fence on the ballot paper in the same manner as thechoice, "3" for their third choice, and so on. If no can- tation (PR) systems is to consciouslyreduce the dispa- Alternative Vote. After the total number of first-prefe-

and the Two-Round System. didate has over 50 per cent of first-preferences, lower _; rity between a party's share of the national votes and rence votes are tallied, the count then begins by esta-

First Past the Post (FPTP) is the world's most common- order preference votes are transferred until a majority _!

its share of the parliamentary seats. Proportionality is blishing the &_quota P_ of votesrequired for the election

ly-_sad electoral system, tn a First Past the Post winner emerges. This system is used in Australia and often seen as being best achieved by the use of party of a single candidate. Any candidate who has morelists, where political parties present lists of candidates
system, contests are held in single-member districts, some other South Pacific countries, first preferences than the quota is immediately elec-

and the winner is the candidate with the most votes, to the voters on a national or regional basis, and where ted. If no-one has achieved the quota, the candidate

but not necessarily an absolute majority of the votes. The other type of majority system, the Two-Round there are many members to be elected from each dis- with the lowest number of first preferences is elimina-

Countries which use this system include the United System (TRS), takes place in two rounds, often a week trict, thus enabling the representation of even small ted, with his or her second preferences being redistri-

Kingdom, the United States, India, Canada, and most or a fortnight apart. The first round is conducted in the minorities. Lists can be "open" or "closed", depending buted to the candidates left in the race. At the same
countries which were once part of the British Empire. same way as a normal FPTP election. If no candidate upon whether voters can specify their favoured candi- time, the surplus votes of elected candidates (that is,

receives an absolute majority in the first round, then a date(s) within a given party list ("open" lists), or whet- those votes above the quota) are redistributed aCcor-

The Block Vote (BV) is the application of FPTP in second round of voting is conducted between the hig- her they can only vote for a party without influencing ding to the second preferences on the ballot papers

multi- rather than single-member districts, hest-polling candidates from the first round, and the which party candidates are elected ("closed" lists), until all seats for the constituency are filled.

Voters have as many votes as there are seats to be fil- winner of this round is declared elected. This system is

led, and the highest-polling candidates fill the posi- used in France, Central Asia and current or former _ List PR systems are the most common type of propor-tional representation electoral systems. Most forms of

tions regardless of the percentage of the votes they French colonies. _ List PR are held in large_multi-member districts which
actually achieve. This system is used in some parts of ..

Asia and the Middle East.

Source:Reynolds,Andrewand Ben Reilly et. al. ]997. TheInternationalIDEAHandbook
of ElectoralSystemDesign.Stockholm: InternationalIDEA, f, INTERNATIONALiD(.A
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"_" all-member party caucuses run by the major Canadian parties. At tile community either through one's profession, holding of public
-"-" the other end of the spectrum are systems in which the party office, or other activity is also highly desirable.

leader, national faction leaders, or the national executive choose Because incumbents and community leaders are disproportionately
the candidates - such as the choosing of candidates by the male, these criteria can hurt women. While different parties will

Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) in Japan which is very much use difi';erent and broader criteria, the stage at which the party gate-

under the control of faction leaders. Depending on which of keepers actually choose the candidates is perhaps the most crucial

these procedures is used, party leaders, a broader set of party stage fi_r getting women into office. Whether party gatekeepers see

officials, or a significant portion of party rank and file will play women as desirable candidates who can help the party win votes

the gatekeeper role. will be inlluenced by a number of fhctors, including a country's
Another consideration is to distinguish between systems that cuhure as well as its electoral system, as we will discuss later.

are patronage-oriented and those that are bureaucratic. _ hi a Party rules and norms will affect the way in which a party Clear,bt
bureaucratic system of candidate selection rules are detailed, carries out the actual process of nomination. For women, bureau- or0cedm

explicit, standardized and followed regardless of who is in a posi- cratically-hased systems that have incorporated rules guaranteeing candidal

tion of power. Authority is based on legalistic principles, in a women's representation are a significant advantage. In many of distinct.

patronage-based system, there are far less likely to be clear rules, tile Nordic countries, parties have explicitly adopted quotas women.
and even when they exist there is a distinct possibility that they guaranteeing that eidmr 40 per cent or 50 per cent of the party's

are not carefully followed. Authority is based on either traditional list will be comprised of women. This has had a dramatic and

or charismatic leadership, rather than legal-rational authority, positive efl;ect on women's representation in the Nordic countries?

nts' track Loyalty to those in power in the party is paramount. Even when there are no explicit ruies to guarantee represen-

inthe partyand While these various systems emphasize different factors in tation, having clear bureaucratic procedures by which candidates

constituencyis choosing candidates, under any system an important consideration are chosen can be a distinct advantage to women. Clear and open

Jstwidelyvalued for parties is presenting candidates that the party believes will rules provide women tile opportunity to develop strategies to

;teristic in maximize their vote.3 if certain types of candidates are seen as a take advantage of those rules. When the rules are unwritten it

ialcandidates, liability, gatekeepers will shy away from nominating them. becomes much harder to devise a strategy to break into the inner

Research reviewing several individual country studies reveals circle of power.

that there is a set of characteristics party selectors look for in The case of Norway provides one example of how to take

possible candidates across all countries. The most widely valued advantage of explicit and clear procedures. Norway has a closed

characteristic is an aspirants' track record in the party orga,fization list proportional representation system." Nominating starts with

and in the constituency2 Perhaps the strongest manifestation party committees in each county recommending a slate of

of this is the high rate by which incumbents are renominated.

Even for new candidates, a past history of party participation and ' II_ih, quotasareoJicuocdit_dwith bci,tgr_u'pousiblefor the leadthat Nordic
couutric., have in tcnns o]"womo_'s represeutatiou, it shouM be noted that Nordic

activism is important, although not a requirement. Visibility in ,ou,m.i,:rwere ge*#'rall.y worldleaderseven bcJbre such ruleswere adopted.

Causality may run fropp[ being a world leader to adopting rules, rather than the

z Norris, Pippa. 1996. 'Legislative Recruitmeut" In LeDuc, Niemi and Norris, eds. ruh'r cau.ri1(¢ olle to become a world leader.

Comparing Democracies: Elections and Voting in Global Perspective. London: °,'1 proportioual represeutatiou (PR) iystem is aJly system which consciously

Sage. _ attempts to reduce the disparity between a party's share of the national vote and its
' Clearly this is not the mtly co,went amt sometimes 1lot evot the primary crescent, share q/'the parliamentary seats. For example, i/a party wiu.r 40 per cent of the

C,otcen_ ]br pa_. uni_ or intra-pm_ factio,zal fights ma.yflora time to tim; mm_p t& _,,,t,.r, it shouM r, iu apl,ro.vimately 40 per ceHt O_the seats. Closed list is a ./brm _?/"
.... " ' , ;, ,l, ! ........... t, ttqi,'e i,, //*ntlt,OVl('lt:t" {ire IfJrg'f'(I t# l;f' gglll('t7 _- /Lf! PR I'tZ a'hlCh ch'cmr*" arc restricted to z,otitlg /or el patti, otlllt, aim eatlllOt

• { {i {..... > :
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3""

"" candidates for the party list.' The committee recommendation is political science field. As researchers have pointed out, however, However,sil

icitnominating sent to a county-wide nominating convention where it must be even if"it does not matter how the electorate views individual officialsarc

3s,womencan approved, position by position. Local party members ill local candidates, since party officials are convinced that it is important, that the in(:

rucial points meetings choose the delegates to the nominating convention, they will continue to carefully choose candidates with an eye to counts, the'

,hich theycan With these explicit rules, even before quotas existed, it was those who they believe will strengthen the parties chances of tinuet0 cal

supportand possihle fbr women to identit_¢ crucial decision points around winning." Most of the countries where the individual candidate candidates

their den|ands, which they could mobilize to press fi)r their demands. This is believed to have some effect are countries with majoritarian, believewill
mobilization was aimed first at the committee recommendation single-member district, electoral systems. Even in these countries, theirparty':

stage, and second at the nominating convention stage. They would however, there is considerable evidence that female candidates winning.

start by demauding fair representation from tile nominating do as well as male candidates when facing the voters directly."

committee. If the party nominating committee failed to satis- Some proportional representation electoral systems utilize an

factorily take account of their demands, they would organize "open list" balh)t - that is the party nominates many candidates,

local female party members to maximize turnout at tile local usually in their preferred order of choice, but the voter has the

party organization meetings where delegates were selected. In so abifity, if she desires, to influence which of the candidates on the

doing they could guarantee that delegates who would vote to party's list should be elected. When voting, the voter first chooses

ensure representation of women were elected to move on to the a specific party ticket, but then she has the option of altering the

country convention. Such a procedure could become highly composition of tile list by either demoting specific candidates, for

contentious and often merely the threat of mobilization would be example by _triking their name, or promoting a candidate by ad-
........... :.... 1........ a;a ........... ,,., t,;,a,,,_ ition on the n_rr,, li_r

sufficient to get party nominating committees to accon}mouatc vam.m}_ u,,. ,-a,,u,,-,,,,,-,, ............. 8 .... pos ....

demands for women's representation in their nominating recom- (fbr example a woman may be the tenth candidate on the official

mendations, rather than take a chance at having their proposals party list, but a voter may move the candidate up to first position)."

voted down by the party nlembership at the nominating in such a case, being a woman [nay be either an advantage or
convention, a disadvantage. To the degree that women organize and actively

encourage the striking of male names, this procedure can produce

" l'_lh'n, th'u.ry. 1966. "7'he Recruitment of Parliameutary Nonlinees iu No_'a,ay'_

_,Elected ScaTMiuavian Political Studies, f'ol. 1, No. 1. pp. 121-166; attd Valen, ttenry. 1988.
"Nor'a,ay: Decepltralization and Group Rcpresentatiou". ha Michad Gallagher and

gt0 studies, The tinal barrier to becoming an MP is being chosen by the Miehad ,l'lar,'h.eds.Candidate Selection in Comparative Perspective.

ers primarily voters. Just how high this barrier is, is a matter of some dispute. London:Sage.' Ledue, Niemi, and Norris. 1996.

the party label ,¢ Most studies of elections in established democracies suggest that 'Bochel, John a,td DavidDeuv_ 1983."CandidateSelectioui, the LabourParty:
individualcan- voters primarily vote for the party label rather than for the WhattheSelectorsSeek':British.lounlal of Political Sciotce, Vd 13,No.L pp. 45-69.

mestablished individual candidates? This is certainly true of electoral systems '" Darcy, R. aud SarahSlavin Schramm.1977. "WhenWometRun Against A'len':
Pubh'c Opinion Quaiterty, .Vol.41. pp. 1-12 and; Welch, Susan and Donley 7:

cies. using closed list proportional representation. 1,1such cases, there Studlar 1986. "British Public Opinion Toward Women in Politics: A Comparative

is little reason to see the voters as a serious deterrent to women's PerJpective". WesteruPoliticalQ,_arterly, Vol.39.pp. 138-152.

representation. The crucial stage of the process under these, "Seats are allocated in the followhtg manuer A# ballots are first counted to determine

conditions is actually getting nominated by the party, how mauy seats each party is to receive. Based on the ballot count each party is
allocated a coram mtmber of slots, bbr example, the Labour Party may win 20 seats

While this is most typical, it is not true in all countries. There ou the cttr eotmcil. "lb detovd_te which 20 candidates will fill those l,abour slots
i
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a surprisingly strong showing by women. A stark example of this substantial.Just as important is the fact that electoral systems can

occurred in Norway. Norway does not have an open list voting be, and regularly are, changed. Compared to the cultural stares

system tbr the national parliament, but it does fbr local elections of women in society or a country's development level, electoral

at the municipality level. In the early 1970s, women were able rules are fhr more malleable. Changing the electoral system often

to organize a campaign to promote women that was remarkably represents a fhr more realistic goal to work towards than dramati-

effective. In the 1971 local elections women's representation in call), changing the culture's view of women.

several large Norwegian cities rose from being approxi,nately Table 5 and Figure 2 present data tbr 24 established demo-

15-20 per cent of the city council to majorities on the council, cracies over tile post World War II period. They reveal that

This "women's coup" became the source of great surprise and women have always had a slight advantage in proportional repre-

pride at women's abilities to take advantage of the electoral sentation (PR) systems. Until 1970, this advantage was quite

structure. It should be noted, however, that there was a reaction small: there is only a couple percent difference in women's

in the following election when many men, who felt that striking representation in countries with majoritarian or single-member

male candidates simply because they were men was unfair, went district systems, versus countries with proportional represen-

out of their way to strike women candidates, in the tblh)wing tation or multi-member district systems. In the 1970s, 1980s, and

local election and in every local election since, the number of 1990s, however, there is a dramatic increase in women's represen-

women elected in local elections in Norway has probably been tation in PR systems, while only modest gains in majoritarian

less than it would have been had there been no personal vote.': systems."

While this is a cursory look at the barriers fhcing women as they l)ift}erent elqctoral systems lead to different outcomes. Through-

try to move from merely being in the eligible pool of candidates out the developed world i:l the !960s and !970s we saw a wave

to actually becoming MPs, it should be clear that among estab- of what was called "second generation feminism" - women

lished democracies the crucial points are to convince women to run demanding equal rights on a whole array of issues, among them •

and to convince the party to choose women as their candidates, greater representation in political bodies. In countries with PR

systems, women were able to translate those demands into greater

representation. In majoritarian systems, on the other hand, the

same demands were made but they were largely unsuccessful or

only very modestly successful.

lhe Effectof ElectoraJSystemson
Women'sRepresentation

Changingacountry'selectoralsystemoftenrepresentsafar morerealistic " ltcllevik,Ottarand"QbrBj_rklund.1995."VelgenteogKvhzlterepresoltaslbn"

goaltoworktowardsthan dramaticallychangingthe culture'sviewofwomen. ("l/oters and Women'sRefireseutation'); ht Niua Raaum.ed. Kjenn og Politikk
(Genderand Politcs).Oslo."Ta,o Press.
" 7'bo'eis a considerableaccumulationofcbmparativeevidencethat underlinesthe

Political scholars and women strongly emphasize the effect that structuraladvantagesof PR in advantagitgwomen'srepresentation.Of the top I0
electoral systems have on women's representation fbr seve?al countriesas of March 1998itt termsofwomen'srepresevttatiou- Swedeu,Norway,

reasons. First, tile impact of electoral systems is quite dramatic, l"inland, I)enmark, the Netherlands, the S,eychelles, Germany, New Zealand,
.......... _ T v" ,'," . , ;tr, gellllmt and ,Itt,rtria - all utilized lw*qotts /brplts q/'propmrionalreTresentation.

, <
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'PRSystems TABLE5. Percent of Women MPs

"rbeob,,o.squestS,,,why?Whysh.u dcoL,ntr esw th Across 24 National Legislatures 1945-1998
proporti(mal representation clectoral systems show such a strong

Majoritarian(SMD)versusProportionalRepresentation(MMO)Systems
incrcase in representation and maioritarian systems show such a

modest tricot? "Fhcrc are a mnnber of exphumtions. First, pro- System/Year 1945 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 1998
pord(mal represcntatitm systems havc consistently Ifighcr district

mag,fitudes, which lead to higher party mag,fitudcs. District SMo 3.05 2.13 2.51 2.23 3.37 8.16 11.64

magnitude is the number of scats per district; party magnitude is MNO 2.93 4.73 5.47 5.86 11.89 18.13 23.03

tim number of scats a party wins ill a district. Party and district

magnitudes are important because thcy affect party strategy Majoritarian or Single-Member District Systems(SMD): ProportionalRepresentationor MultimamberAustralia, Canada, France (1960 and beyond), Japan, DistrictSystems(MMD):
when choosing candidates. The party gatekeepers, who must New Zealand (1945-1990), United Kingdom, and Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France

consider which aspirantsto choose as candidates, will Imve a United States. (1945 and 1950), Greece*, Iceland, Ireland, Israel'
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand (1998

different set of concerns and incentivcs dependhlg upon tim ' Israeldidnotexist,andWestGermanydidnotholdelections only), Norway, Portugal*, Spain*, Sweden,SwitzerlaJ
electoral system, in 1945.Theyare thereforenot includedin the 1945numbers, and Germany (West Germany' prior to 1990).

When district magnitude is one, as it is in ainu)st all majori- Theyareallmcludedforallyearsfollowing1945.* Greece,PortugalandSpainbecamedemocraticin the 1970s

tar{an systems, the ])arty can win, at most, one seat in a district, and are therefore only included in the1980, 1990and1998

By definition, the party has no chance to balance the party ticket, calculations. , 0INIERNMIONAL

Because of the strictly zero sum nature of nominathlg decisions

in single-member districts, female candidates must compete

directly agah,st men; and often when nomi,,ating a woman a FMRURE 2. Percentages of Women in Parliament

party must explicitly deny the aspirations of a man h, the same Majoritadan vs. PR Systems
district. When district magnitude increases, the chances that a

party will win several seats in the district increase. When a party 25
expects to win several seats, parties are much more conscious of _ _ Propoaionai

trying to balance their tickets. Gatekeepers will divide winning __ _ Majoritarian /sh)ts on the party list among various internal party interests. _ 20 f

party gatekeepers see balance as a way of attracting voters. ._ 15

Rather tha11having to Jack tar a single candidate who can appeal
to a broad range of voters, party gatekeepers think in terms of _ _ ./

different candidates appealing to specific subsectors of voters. _ 10 /Candidates with ties to different groups and different sectors of : _ " "-. ./
society may help attract voters to their party. A woman candidate _ " /
can be seen as a benefit to the party by attracting voters, without , _. _ _ _
requiring powerful intra-party interests represented by men to

_r(m a_ide, as wrmht be required in a nmjoritarian systeln. Year
1945 1950 1960 1970 1980 199(} 1998

! : ....
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E :3.Why PR Systems are Better for Women ],,werh,PRsystemso,mpared to majoritarian systemsandthegains may be greater. The costs would be lower in a PR system

hecause the party would have several slots from which it could

||GHERDISTRICTMAGRmTUDES CONTAGION lind room to nominate a woman; in major|tar|an systems, where

re System re System tile party has only one candidate, the party might have to deny
renonfi|mtion to an incumbent or deny a slot to the male candi-

Hashishernumberofseatsperdistrict Party|istspresentgreateropportunities date of an internal f:action which has traditionally received the
;ighnrdistrictmagnitude) tonominatewomen n()lnillation, in order to nominate a woman. Tim gains may be

greater hecat, se in PR systems even a small increase in votes,
Partycanexpecttowinseveralseatsin Greatercapacitytopromotewomenwhen

_chdistrict(higherpartymagnitude) chaRengedbyanotherparbj(contagion) caused by adding women to the ticket, could result in the party
winning more seats

Party more ||Rely to balance ticket by And party does not have to pay the cost of "J'o study this question, we looked tbr contagion effects in
icJudingwomen(balancing). denyingasenttoincumbentor ma|ecandidatein Norway a,]d Canada. Looking for contagion effects in elections

order to nominateawoman, priol: to tile dominant Labour Party adopting quotas, we tbund

that contagion occurred within local districts in Norway. The

._,,_A Norwegian Labour Party increased the number of women in

winnable positions in exactly those districts where they faced a

Conversely, failing to provide some balance, i.e., nominating only serious challepge by the Socialist Left, the first party to adopt

men, could have the undesirable effect of driving w)ters away. A quotas i:: Norway. Whe,: we tested for a similar effect i,: Caqada

second reason for balancing is that within the party balancing the - tbat is whether the Liberal Party was more likely to nomina-

ticket is often seen as a matter of equity. Different fhctions in the te women in those districts where the New Denmcratic Party
had nominated women, we found no evidence of such an effect.

party will argue that it is only fair that one of their represen-

tatives be among those candidates who have a genuine chaqce of In ()tiler words contagion occurred in the country with a PR

winning. Especially when a woman's branch of the party has electoral system and did not in the country with a majoritarian
been established and is active in doing a significant amount of electoral system."

the party's work, women can be one of those groups demanding More generally it is worth noting that gender quotas as a
to he included on the list in winnable positions. A third reason policy clearly have been contagious in Norway. In 1977, only

for balancing the slate is that dividing safe seats among the two parties with less than four per cent of the parliamentary

various factions in the party is a way of maintaining party peace, seats had quotas. Today, five of the seven parties represented in

and assuring tim continued support of the various groups within parliament, witl_ approximately 75 per cent of the seats combined,
have officially adopted gender quotas.'"

the party.

Proportional representation systems help women because a "'..

process of contagion is more likely to occur in timse systems than

in major|tar|an systems. Contagion is a process by which parties

adopt policies initiated by or|mr political parties. We set out to

test whether major parties would more quickly move to womo- " Mat�am/,RichardI(.aud Do;d 0' 7_ Studlar.1996. "l_e Cbntagio,of Women
te women when challenged on this issue by another party in PR c,;,;,/;d,;tc,m ,S'i,tgle ,llcmbcra;M..lh,lti-MembcrDistricts"..7ourmdo/"Politics,
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me PR Systems are Better than Others needed to will a seat Ires been extremely low; it was recently raised
to 1.5 per cent which conthmes to be quite low. The low threshold

orsthat While proportional representation systems are superior for women, has encouraged the creation of many mini-parties, which often

_0men's not all PR systems are equally preferred. There are a number of let in only one or two representatives. Overwhelmingly parties

;ti0n in PR particulars that can help or hinder women's representation within tend to have male leaders, and party leaders inevitably take the

the broader umbrella of PR systems. There are three specific first tbw slots on the list. Women first tend to show up a little

issues that deserve mention: district magnitude, electoral thres- farther down the list when the party concerns mrn to ensuring

holds, and the choice between "open list" and "closed list" fbrms ticket balance, if the party only elects one or two representatives,

of proportional representation, however, even though many of their candidates in mid-list

,TRICT As noted, the driving force behind women doing better in PR positions are women, women will not win any representation.

: Parties have systems is the ticket balancing process which occurs when the When desiguing electoral systems there is in effect a trade-off

3 to compete party sets up their election list in each electoral district. What is between representing the voters who choose small parties and

n several crucial, if women are to win seats in parliament is that parties increasing the descriptive representation of the legislature by

wing them to have to win several seats so that they go deep into the party list having more women from the larger parties. To test this hypo-

down the when selecting MPs. Previously party magnitude was defined as tt_esis, data from both Costa Rica and Sweden was evaluated.

.where women the number of seats a party wins in an electoral district. In Both .°f these countries use electoral thresholds. Simulations

¢ listed, desiguing electoral rules, women will be helped both by having show that electoral thresholds had precisely the predicted effect

high district magnitudes and by electoral thresholds, because of of increasing women's representation. Women may look favourably

_h,,;_ effects "- average ,_**,, magnitude. _,,, _,,mrld,,,*l,, rhor¢_ unon nrono_nJs to esrnhlish the whole country as one elector'alu,_,, _,, V_" _,,T ........ L"...... &'Y ....... l ..... I .... Y ...................................

is generally a strong positive correlation between average district district, but it would be an important strategic addendum to

maguitude and average party magnitude. As the number of seats make sure that electoral thresholds are included in the proposal.

per district increases, parties will go further down their lists (that Another characteristic that distinguishes proportional represen- CLOSEDPARTY

is, win more seats) and more parties will have multi-member tation systems from each other is whether they use closed party party determi

delegations. Both should increase women's representation. The lists, where the party determines the rank ordering of candidates, ordering 0I cg

limiting case, and the one that may be the most advantageous for or open party lists, where the voters are able to influence which andthus won

women, is if the whole country is simply one electoral district, of the party's candidates are elected via personal voting. There namescann0

There are other considerations that may render this proposal is relatively little empirical work as to whether these different 0If or demote,

unattractive. In many countries it is often seen as important to tbrms of ballot structure help or hinder women gaining access

guarantee regional representation, in which case some geographic to parliament.

form of districting may be preferred. The crucial question is whether it is easier to convince voters

ORAL This is a system similar to the one used in the Netherlands, to actively vote for women candidates, or easier to convince

_S:Discourage which has a very high level of women's representation (31.3 per party gatekeepers that including more women on the party lists

m 0f "mini- cent) and in Israel, which has a low level of women's representation in prominent posiffons is both fair, and more importantly, stra-

hich often let (7.5 per cent). As the results for the Netherlands and Israel indicate, tegically wise. It would not be too surprising if the answer acru-

or two repre- electoral systems cannot guarantee high representation levels. One ally wlried from country to country. It is possible, nevertheless,

. usually male. lesson that can be learned from looking at Israel is that having'a to ,hake some cautious suggestions. While there is a temptation

high electoral threshold, which is the minimum percent of the t_ rccommend open party lists, because this would allow women

' '_ ': ': :"'..... '7:" ......"* ..........................._"" .... _m,_......._.._,.c,.......::,1,,,_*;..... ,.I,,_.,a{
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LI_ First, the experience from preferential voting, that is, open

•_ lists, in local elections in Norway tbr the last 25 years has heen LessonsforExpandingWomen'sReprest
unambiguous: it has hurt women. In every local election after
1971 there have been fi_wer women elected than would have

been elected without a prefizrential vote. One must realize that Anumberof lessonsfor increasingwomen'srepresentationcan bedrawn

while preferential voting provides tim opportunity for some from the above discussion on the legislative recruitment process and the

w)ters to promote women, this can easily be outweighed by the impact of electoral systems.
opportunity for other voters to demote women. In Norway, the

negative effect has consistently outweighed the positive effect. Jt 1. Women should organize themselves inside and outside poli-

is perhaps important to note that if this efl}ect Ires shown up in tical parties. Being organized in interest groups both inside and

Norway, which has a deserved reputation fi)r being highly pro- outside political parties provides valuable experience for women

gressive on issues of gender equality, it would hardly he surpri- and gives them a power base on which to build if they aspire for

sing to find similar effi-_cts in countries with more traditional office. Political groups as well as professional groups, such as

views on the proper role for women, it may be that in countri- women doctors or women lawyers associations, can play an lin-

es with more traditional views, or even within specific districts portant role as a recruiting ground for women candidates. Being

within a country, voters with traditional views of women's roles organized also increases visibility and legitimacy. In addition, in

would go out of their way to strike or lower the women's names political parties where women commonly do a considerable

on the party list. So the first objection is that strategically the use amount of the essential party work, it is important to be organized
of prefiere,:tia! voting ,nay backfire f'............. inr,, a wo,,:an's .......... _---............................ _ can lobby for improved representation.

The second objection to open lists is that it lets tbe parties

"off the hook". That is, they are not responsible for the final out- 2. Women should urge parties to set down clear rules for can-

come. The final outcome then rests with thousands of individual didate selection. It is more likely that women will benefit if

voters making individual decisions. If the sum of all those indivi- parties have clear bureaucratic procedures for selecting candidates

dual decisions is that women are voted down and out of parliament, rather than a system based on loyalty to those in power. When

the parties cannot be held responsible, as they cannot control how the rules of tile game are clear it is possible for women to develop

their supporters vote. With closed party lists, however, it is clear strategies to improve representation. When the process is dotal-

it is the party's responsibility to ensure there is balance in the nated by patronage, rules can be murky and decisions are often

party delegation. If"women do poorly under these conditions it made by a limited number of persons, who are almost certainly
cannot be explained away as the responsibility of voters. By predominately male.

using closed lists, the party has the opportunity to look at the

composition of"the complete delegation rather than Imving the 3. PR systems are better than majoritarian systems for in-

final outcome be the summation of number of individual deci- creasing women's representation. Of the I0 highest-ranking

sions. Under these conditions parties could be held responsible countries in terms of Women's representation, all utilize propor-
for wome_s representation. If representation failed to grow, tional representation electoral systems. Single-member district

women could search out parties that were more willing to con- majoritarian systems have consistently proven to be the worst
sider their demands for representation. ' possible system for women.

ii_ !_ !! i_i i: ij ii i! il il i' ii i_i¸ !_ • . _)i
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_' 4. Some PR systems are preferable to others. Systclns that they do in rural areas. _,omen s groups should watch carefully

guarantce high party magnitudes through a combination of high to sec that when the number of scats per district is determined,

district magnitudes and electoral thrcslu)lds arc expected to bc that the distribution of scats is as close to "one person/one vote"

superior fur women. Ireland, for example, which uses a 'si igle as p,_ssible.
transferable vote" form of proportional representation with small

(3;-5 members) electoral districts has lower levels of female 6. While PR systems are better in the long run, immediate

representation than majoritarian systems in countries such as results cannot be guaranteed. While changes in the electoral
Canada, Australia and tim United Kingdom. The optimal system system make greater representation more likely, and in the long

for women is likely to be when the whole country is one district, run there is no question that electoral system changes will help

As noted earlier, however, such a proposal will not always he a women huprove their representation levels, an immediate effect

viable option, and often there will he good reason to divide the ca,mot he guaranteed. While PR systems on average have higher

country into several geographically-based electoral districts, proportions of women than majoritarian systems, this will not be

Systems which utilize two "tiers" of representation, combining true tbr every case. Furthermore, researchers find that PR systems,
national lists with regional or local constituencies, have often on average, do not help women in developing countries. The

proved to be amongst the most effective in maximizing women's nou-efli_ct fi)r the electoral system variable in developing countries

representation. Sweden, Denmark, Germany and New Zealand is an important example of a more general point. While certain

are all examples of such systems, and are all amongst the top 10 institutions or rules may advantage one group or another, an
countries in the world when it comes to levels of female repre- eft_ct will appear only if the group is sufficiently well organized

to take advantage of the situation. If not, the institutional arrange-
sentation in parliament.

ment can have no effect on outcomes. The failure of PR to help

5. Women should keep in mind all variables and alternatives women in lesser-developed countries is an example of this, and

with regard to electoral system design. Even when there is it is also seen in the relatively small difference between propor-

broad agreement on a system based on geographic districts, there tional systems and majoritarian systems for the period from

usually will be different ways of implementing such a proposal. 1945-1970. If the forces interested in women's representation are
Those interested in increasing women's representation should not eflcctively organized, then the electoral system is expected

not be indifferent to these alternatives. The existing research to have only limited effect.

suggests that the more seats in the national legislature the better
it is for women, because this will increase party magnitude. 7. Changing the electoral system is only one part of a more

When deciding how many geographic districts should he formed, comprehensive strategy for improving women's representation.

the fewer districts created the better for women, agah_ hecause Women will need to become active and effective voices within

this will increase party magnitude. In addition, women should be their bldividual parties and within society as a whole to be able

watchful when the number of seats in each voting district is to take advantage of the institutional advantages certain clecto-

determined. Often this process results in the over-representation ral structures provide..

of rural districts and the under-representation of urban districts.

It is exactly in urban districts, where non-traditional roles for,

women are more common and where there are far more resources

tbr women interested in participating in politics to draw on, that
1
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